
 

 

 

Photo contest “Desert in the focus” 

Terms and conditions 
 

The cold winter – also referred to as temperate – deserts, spreading from northern Iran across 

Central Asia to Mongolia – are globally outstanding nature regions. In order to attract 

attention to the aesthetic values of the cold winter desert, its use, threats and protection, 

“Central Asian Desert Initiative” (CADI) project announces photo contest “Desert in the focus”. 

CADI project is part of the International Climate Initiative (IKI). The Federal Ministry for the 

Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU) supports this initiative on the 

basis of a decision adopted by the German Bundestag. 

 

The photo contest has two nominations:  

➢ Nature of desert  

➢ Desert and human 

Timeline from March 14 till October 14, 2019. 

 

Winners 

The winners will be determined by professional jury.  

For the 1st place of each nomination, 300 Euros will be awarded, for the 2nd place – 

200 and 3rd – 100 Euros.  

Submitted photos will be published on social media of the CADI project. 

 

Major terms of the contest 

If you are 18 or older at the time of entry, you are eligible to enter the competition.  

Organizer of the competition and jury members are excluded from the competition. 

The official competition languages are Russian and English. 

 

General conditions for submitted photos  

➢ The photos must be taken in a cold winter (temperate) desert in China, Iran, 

Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Turkmenistan or Uzbekistan. 

➢ Entrants are encouraged to submit no more than 5 photos. 

➢ The completed entry form together with photos should be submitted via email 

to photocadi@gmail.com 

➢ Submitted photos cannot have been taken earlier than 3 (three) years before 

entering the competition.  

➢ Each submitted photo can be nominated in one category only.  

➢ Submitted photos may not have been winners of the other photo contests. 

http://cadi.uni-greifswald.de/
http://cadi.uni-greifswald.de/
https://e.mail.ru/compose/?mailto=mailto%3aphotocadi@gmail.com
https://e.mail.ru/compose/?mailto=mailto%3aphotocadi@gmail.com


➢ In case of running for nomination, the photo must be submitted in its original 

format. 

➢ In case of violation of any rules, a photo will be disqualified.  

➢ The contest organizers also keep the right not to accept any works that are not 

of a certain qualitative and technical level, without specifying a reason. 

 

Technical specifications for submitted photos 

Format for submitted photos: JPEG, for horizontal works – minimum 1400 pixels 

horizontally; for vertical works – minimum 1400 pixels vertically.  

Each submitted file should include: 
➢ surname of the author, nomination and the name of the photo. E.g. 

Smith_Desert and human_Lonely camel 
 

Each submitted photo should have a description, including place and date it was taken, 

and name of the species, if the photo includes an animal or a plant. Total up to 500 

characters.  
 

List of ALLOWED methods of digital image processing using editing programs: 

➢ Technical retouching, including changing exposure, contrast, saturation, 

sharpness and white balance. 

➢ Small background corrections to remove random objects. For example, the 

author at the time of shooting was not able to notice the alien object or the 

photograph was taken from the only possible angle, which did not allow the 

removal of the extra element from the frame. 

➢ Creating “stitched” panoramas. 

➢ Creation of HDR-files visually not differing from the traditional photo. The use 

of this method is only permitted to expand the dynamic range in shooting 

complex scenes. 

➢ Conversion of the image into black and white, subject to all the rules described 

in these requirements. 

 

List of PROHIBITED methods of digital image processing using editing programs: 

➢ Image processing leading to fundamental changes lighting in the scene. 

➢ Creating colour and/or brightness contrasts and relations that did not exist in 

the original image or the destruction of the existing ones. 

➢ Montage and composition, including adding, deleting, moving the objects. 

➢ Adding additional graphic elements, including signs, frames, vignettes, etc. 

➢ Creation of HDR-files with quality defects, including violation of global and local 

contrasts with pronounced “halo”, ratio violations, violations of colour and 

brightness. 

 

Rights and ownership 

Each entrant must have full copyright to the submitted photo. Each entrant assures 

that the publication of the submitted photos does not violate the rights of third parties. 

The copyright holders will hold the CADI project harmless of any claims from third 

parties related hereto. 



Ethical Standards 

 

Based on the ethical code of the International League of Conservation Photographers 

(ILCP) we encourage each entrant to be an example and a role model for ethical 

behaviour and professionalism for other photographers and wildlife lovers. 

 

To achieve the goals of the photo contest and its creative competitions, the following 

ETHICAL STANDARDS were adopted: 

 

➢ Minimal possible interference in the life of animals and their habitats 

We always place the welfare of our subjects above all else. Key to this is the 

maintenance of safe, informed and responsible working distances and minimizing our 

impact on the landscape by following the “Leave No Trace – Pack It In, Pack it Out” 

ethic that maintains the integrity and character of the places we work. 

➢ Use of Captive Animals 

In some cases, photographing captive animals can be a valuable source of rare imagery 

that can be valuable for specific conservation goals. However, the use of captive 

animals must be governed by the same ethical considerations as elsewhere: 

The welfare of the animal should be paramount. 

Any institution that exploits animals solely for profit should not be utilized or 

supported.  

Images of captive animals will be honestly and accurately captioned and never 

represented as wild. 

➢ Digital Manipulation 

Image manipulation must never alter essential content in such a way that it either 

misrepresents actual events, or deceives the intended audience, in any context in 

which the truth of the image is assumed.  

Creative manipulation, when performed, must be fully disclosed to the end user. 

➢ Truth in Captioning 

Photographs deliver information, which should be both accurate and honest. 

Inaccurate or dishonest captioning reduces the effectiveness of the image as a tool for 

conservation, subverts its message and undermines public trust. 

 

 

 

 

 
 


